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Three-pass Protocol is a method or technique that can be used by 2 (two) sender and recipient of the message to 
communicate with each other using XOR function, the problem that occurs is when the communication process there 
is parties who can know the messages sent from the sender to the recipient. To solve the problem we need an al-
gorithm in this case Pohlig-Hellman algorithm, the use of Pohlig-Hellman algorithm on Three-pass Protocol ensures 
the security of messages sent by the sender to the receiver because each sender and receiver uses keys p, e, and 
d which is a number random and d is the inverse modulo of p and e of the sender and receiver, the results of this 
research suggest that it is impossible for the attacker or cryptanalyst to know the correct message quickly despite 
having adequate computer resources.
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INTRODUCTION

The key protocol is a widely used exchange model where 
keys are distributed directly to recipients [1], the key dis-
tributions performed are usually performed on algorithms 
that have the symmetrical types [1], [2]. Cryptographic 
algorithm consists 2 (two) types that are symmetric and 
asymmetric [3]–[6], an symmetric algorithm use same 
key and on the asymmetric keys are used differently for 
each encryption and decryption[3]. The key in asymme-
try type are not distributed, it’s different with symmetry 
type but in symmetrical computing calculations are much 
faster than asymmetric[1], [2], [5], [6].
Asymmetric type cryptography has a distinct disadvan-
tage to the symmetrical type where main problem lies 
in key distribution, in asymmetric the problem is the 
key that must be long to improve security and require 
complex and long[7]–[10].Implementation of cryptogra-
phyprotocols without key exchanges is still an area of 
less concern, the strength of the keyless cryptography 
protocol is based on padding and the exchange of keys 
generated especially in using prime number[11], [12], 
one of the algorithms using cryptography without key ex-
change is the three-pass protocol[2], [13].
Three-pass protocol is a framework that allows senders 
to send encrypted messages to recipients without hav-
ing to distribute keys to message recipients[14], called 
a three-pass protocol because senders and recipients 
do not need to exchange keys and communication is 
perform in three directions where both parties each use 
the key[14]. The three-pass protocol scheme enables 
various types of cryptographic algorithms to be imple-
mented, Pohlig-Hellman[13] is one of the cryptographic 
algorithms that can be used in the three-pass protocol 
scheme. Pohlig-Hellman are not type asymmetric and 
asymmetric algorithm because both encryption and de-

cryption keys must be kept secret[13]. Pohlig-Hellman is 
different from Diffie-Hellman, Diffie-Hellman is a key ex-
change protocol that allows computers to generate simi-
lar secret keys for both systems and using public key as 
process in encryption and decryption[1], [15], [16]. The 
use of a three-pass protocol scheme with Pohlig-hellman 
is to cover the weaknesses of an algorithms that still us-
ing symmetric and asymmetric keys in the text message 
security process or by using session key.

METHODOLOGY

Security in a cryptographic protocol is very important 
[12], this is because many attacks on the protocol due 
to the selection of wrong algorithms in cryptographic 
protocol. Modular arithmetic [17], greatest common di-
visor [13], [17], euclidean algorithm, prime number [11] 
and inverse modulo[18] are used on the application of 
Pohlig-hellman algorithm and three-pass protocol.

Modular Arithmetic

Modular arithmetic is used in the process of encryption 
and decryption of the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm [13]. En-
cryption can be done to calculate the value of the mes-
sage raised with the value of encryption key obtained 
then by doing modulo at predetermined prime values, 
the formula as follows:

(2.1)

Greatest Common Divisor

Greatest Common Divisor is used in the Pohlig-Hellman 
algorithm at the time of the determination of additional 
keys [13], [17]. The conditional additional key must be a 
member of the odd number in which the GCD between 
the odd number and the totient value obtained must be 
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1. In the notation can be written

(2.2)

Greatest Common Divisor or GCD of the number of a 
and b is the largest integer d such that d | a and d | b. In 
this case we state that GCD (a, b) = d. Suppose that in 
determining GCD (5.2) = 1. It is found that the value of a 
is 5 and the value of b is 2.

Euclidean Algorithm

This algorithm is used in the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm 
for the determination of the value of additional key num-
bers[19]. Suppose that there are two non-negative inte-
gers m and n where m ≥ n, the Eulidean algorithm can 
find the largest common divisor of m and n.

Modulo Invers

If a and m are relatively prime and m> 1, then we can find 
the inversion of a modulo m. The inversion of a (mod m)
[13], [20], [21], also called inversion multiplication, is an 
integer a-1.
a* (a - 1) ≡1 (modm)                                           (2.3)
The relative prime definition it is known that GCD (a, m) 
= 1, and according to the equation there are integers p 

and q, such that: p*a + q*m = 1 implying that: p * a + q 
* m ≡1 (modm) Since qm ≡ 0 (modm) then the value of 
p * a ≡ 1 (modm), this variance means that p is the in-
verse of a (modm), the above process is used to find the 
inverse value which will be used Pohlig-Hellman encryp-
tion and decryption process.

Pohlig-Hellman

The concept of encryption on the Pohlig-Hellman Algo-
rithm is similar to the RSA algorithm. Basically this al-
gorithm is one asymmetric algorithm because it uses 
different keys for encryption and decryption [22]. In the 
Pohlig-Hellman algorithm does not use the public key 
concept because the key can be used at the time of 
encryption and decryption so it must be kept confiden-
tial[13], like in the RSA algorithm to be able to perform 
encryption and decryption were calculated by using for-
mula as below:
C = Pe mod n
P = Cd mod n
Provide that the value of e * d ≡ 1
Based on function that used in this implementation of 
Pohlig-Hellman ini Three-Pass Protocol, Figure 1 display 
how function key and encryption process.

Figure 1: Pohlig-Hellman Process in Three-Pass Protocol
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Three-Pass Protocol

Three Pass Protocol is a similar process of sending 
and receiving messages without key distributions and 
exchange keys so that the owner and recipient of the 
message does not worry that the message will change or 

read by a third party [17]. The Three Pass Protocol guar-
antees the absence of a key exchange between the par-
ty performing the encryption and decryption, each party 
having a private encryption key and a private decryption 
key [2], [13], [14], [18].

Figure 2: Three-Pass Protocol Scheme Process

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An experiment Pohlig-hellman algorithm with Three-pass 
protocol on communication is done gradually, first deter-
mining the key p, e and d on the sender and receiver of 
the message.

Sender Receiver
p = 761351 p= 761351
e= 116733 e= 410551
d=229097 d=336601

Table 1: Key of p, e and d Sender and Receiver

Getting e value can be done by using Euler's totient func-
tion, here is the process:
p = 761351
totient p = 761350
Random e (1 < e < totient p -1)
e = 719498, GCD(761350,719498) = 2
e = 598658, GCD(761350,598658) = 2

e = 482416, GCD(761350,482416) = 2
e = 11832, GCD(761350,11832) = 2
e = 51575, GCD(761350,51575) = 25
e = 116733, GCD(761350,116733) = 1
Based on the above function can be value e = 116733 
due to the result e (1 <e <totient p -1) = 1, and this pro-
cess applied to sender and receiver e value. Getting a 
d value is not much different from the e value function 
and also using the Extended Euclidean algorithm to get 
a relatively prime d value.
The next test is the communication process done with 
the Three-pass protocol with Pohlig-Hellman algorithm 
after the known value of p, e and d, the message to be 
secure is “Robbi”.

1. Sender encrypt message
First step sender encrypt message and get the result as 
Table 2.
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Char Decimal Encrypt Result

R 82 82 ^ 116733 mod 
761351 = 38715 38715 to byte array = [59][151][0][0]

o 111 111 ^ 116733 mod 
761351 = 161101 161101 to byte array = [77][117][2][0]

b 98 98 ^ 116733 mod 
761351 = 458699 458699 to byte array = [203][255][6][0]

b 98 98 ^ 116733 mod 
761351 = 458699 458699 to byte array = [203][255][6][0]

i 105 105 ^ 116733 mod 
761351 = 731164 731164 to byte array = [28][40][11][0]

All byte array convert to base64 and sent to receiver
[59][151][0][0][77][117][2][0][203][255][6][0][203][255][6][0][28][40][11][0] = O5cAAE11AgDL/
wYAy/8GABwoCwA=

Table 2: Sender encrypt message

2. Receiver encrypt message
Message = O5cAAE11AgDL/wYAy/8GABwoCwA=
The message will be decode to decimal and get the re-

sult as:
[59][151][0][0][77][117][2][0][203][255][6][0][203][255][6]
[0][28][40][11][0]

Decimal Encrypt Result

[59][151][0][0] to int = 38715 38715 ^ 410551 mod 
761351 = 395200 395200 to byte array = [192][7][6][0]

[77][117][2][0] to int = 161101 161101 ^ 410551 mod 
761351 = 417066 417066 to byte array = [42][93][6][0]

[203][255][6][0] to int = 458699 458699 ^ 410551 mod 
761351 = 301152 301152 to byte array = [96][152][4][0]

[203][255][6][0] to int = 458699 458699 ^ 410551 mod 
761351 = 301152 301152 to byte array = [96][152][4][0]

[28][40][11][0] to int = 731164 731164 ^ 410551 mod 
761351 = 268029 268029 to byte array = [253][22][4][0]

All byte array convert to base64 and sent to sender again
[192][7][6][0][42][93][6][0][96][152][4][0][96][152][4][0][253][22][4][0] = wAcGACpdBgBgmAQAYJgEAP-
0WBAA=

Table 3. Receiver decrypt message

3. Sender decrypt message
Message = wAcGACpdBgBgmAQAYJgEAP0WBAA=
The message will be decode to decimal and get the re-
sult as:
[192][7][6][0][42][93][6][0][96][152][4][0][96][152][4][0]
[253][22][4][0]

4. Receiver decrypt message
Message = yqUDAAfjBgBHrgEAR64BAJ9xAQA=
The message will be decode to decimal and get the re-
sult as:
[202][165][3][0][7][227][6][0][71][174][1][0][71][174][1][0]
[159][113][1][0]

Based on the above test results, the encryption and 
decryption results of the three-pass protocol are done 
twice for both the sender and the recipient of the mes-
sage, the power of using the three-pass protocol is in 
the Pohlig-hellman algorithm which involves the inverse 
modulo process and the extended Euclidean algo-
rithm and also using a key generator algorithm of up to 
1,000,000 bits, in theory this would make it hard to read 
the messages sent and takes n billion years to decipher.
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Decimal Decrypt Result

[192][7][6][0] to int = 395200 395200 ^ 229097 mod 
761351 = 239050

239050 to byte array = [202]
[165][3][0]

[42][93][6][0] to int = 417066 417066 ^ 229097 mod 
761351 = 451335

451335 to byte array = [7]
[227][6][0]

[96][152][4][0] to int = 301152 301152 ^ 229097 mod 
761351 = 110151

110151 to byte array = [71]
[174][1][0]

[96][152][4][0] to int = 301152 301152 ^ 229097 mod 
761351 = 110151

110151 to byte array = [71]
[174][1][0]

[253][22][4][0] to int = 268029 268029 ^ 229097 
mod 761351 = 94623

94623 to byte array = [159]
[113][1][0]

All byte array convert to base64 and sent to receiver again
yqUDAAfjBgBHrgEAR64BAJ9xAQA=

Table 4: Sender decrypt message

Decimal Decrypt Result

[202][165][3][0] to int = 239050 239050 ^ 336601 mod 
761351 = 82 82 = R

[7][227][6][0] to int = 451335 451335 ^ 336601 mod 
761351 = 111 111 = o

[71][174][1][0] to int = 110151 110151 ^ 336601 mod 
761351 = 98 98 = b

[71][174][1][0] to int = 110151 110151 ^ 336601 mod 
761351 = 98 98 = b

[159][113][1][0] to int = 94623 94623 ^ 336601 mod 
761351 = 105 105 = i

Table 5: Receiver decrypt message

CONCLUSION

The implementation of Pohlig-hellman algorithm to the 
three-pass protocol can be done well, the use of algo-
rithms such as euler totient, GCD, Rabin Miller, Extend-
ed Euclidean in the encryption process and decryption 
Pohlig-hellman algorithm can improve security espe-
cially from the key side used. The development of the 
Pohlig-helman algorithm is particularly possible at the 
time encryption and decryption combined with other 
algorithms or also the Three-pass protocol can be up-
graded by combining with other protocols such as secret 
sharing or blind signatures.
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